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Rule 5, 12A, 29 and 44 Subcommittee Report – 2/23/22 

 

Chair:  Micah Echols 

Steve Silva 

Jordan Smith 

Colby Williams  

Deborah Westbrook 

 

 

Proposed Changes to NRAP 29 

 

Our subcommittee has communicated via email since November regarding revisions to NRAP 29 

and has reached agreement on most of the language in our proposed Rule.  Except where expressly 

indicated in this memo, our subcommittee agrees with the language currently being proposed.  

On November 22, 2021, Micah Echols circulated an initial draft which included the provisions of 

FRAP 29 into our rule that are cognates.  He also added to subsection (a) the blanket consent 

language from U.S. Supreme Court Rule 37(3)(a) (“[a] petitioner or respondent may submit to the 

Clerk a letter granting blanket consent to amicus curiae briefs, stating that the party consents to 

the filing of amicus curiae briefs in support of either or of neither party.”). Micah’s initial draft 

also included a 3,500-word count limit for amicus briefs at rehearing. Those proposals remain in 

the current draft, and the group consensus was to adopt those proposals.1    

Deborah Westbrook proposed reworking subsection (a) to clarify that officers of political 

subdivisions (not just officers of the United States or the State of Nevada) could file amicus curiae 

briefs without consent of the parties or leave of the Supreme Court.  This change was requested 

because pending appellate litigation may impact political subdivisions in the same way such 

litigation impacts the State.  With the proposed change, officers of political subdivisions 

(including, for instance, offices of the county public defender, county managers, county sheriffs, 

county surveyors, etc.) would be allowed to file amicus briefs without obtaining prior permission 

to do so.   The group generally concurred with this recommendation.  However, Steve Silva pointed 

out that it could create unintended consequences, for instance, if multiple local agencies and 

officers chose to file competing amicus briefs as a matter of right.  Steve agreed with the underlying 

policy of the rule change, but wanted his concerns noted for the record.  This proposal should be 

discussed further. 

 

1
 The initial draft also included a prohibition against filing a duplicative brief from Ryan v. CFTC, 

125 F.3d 1062 (7th Cir. 1997), but the committee decided against including that language in our 

final draft because the consensus was that there will always be some overlap between the briefs 

filed by an amicus and the parties, and we worried that adding this language could encourage the 

filing of motions to strike and needless litigation over whether a brief was “duplicative.” 
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Subsection (c)(2) imports language from FRAP 29(a)(2), requiring a motion for leave to file an 

amicus brief to show why “the matters asserted are relevant to the disposition of the case.”  Steve 

Silva objected to the inclusion of this language because he feels “it eats up word count as people 

try to comply with the standard. Our current standard of showing why the brief is desirable is 

better.”  This addition should be discussed further. 

Subsection (d)(1) imports a requirement from FRAP (a)(4)(A) that a brief must include a 

disclosure statement like that required of a party by Rule 26.1.   The group concurred. 

Subsection (d)(4) of the current draft provides that the “concise statement of the identity of the 

amicus curiae, its interest in the case, and the source of its authority to file” will “not count toward 

the type-volume limitation.”  This language does not come from the federal rule. Steve expressed 

concern that excluding a statement of interest from the word-count incentivizes people to include 

arguments in the statement of interest to enlarge their briefs.  This addition should be discussed 

further. 

Subsection (d)(5) imports the requirement from FRAP (a)(4)(E) that the brief must state whether 

a party’s counsel authored the brief in whole or in part, contributed money to fund the preparation 

of the brief, and identify anyone other than amicus curiae who contributed money to fund the brief. 

The group concurred. 

Subsection (f) contains new language addressing amicus briefs filed in support of extraordinary 

writ petitions and, at Steve Silva’s suggestion, it expressly addresses amicus briefs filed outside of 

the 7-day window. The group concurred with the proposal. 

Subsection (i) addresses amicus briefs filed “During Rehearing, En Banc Reconsideration, and 

Review by the Supreme Court.”  It is based on FRAP 29(b) (which addresses amicus “During 

Consideration of Whether to Grant Rehearing”) but is expanded beyond the federal rule to include 

petitions for en banc reconsideration and petitions for review.  The group concurred. 

 


